ADZcoin Update
On March 5 there has been a 51% attack on the ADZcoin blockchain, resulting in the attacker
being able to mine a lot of coins.
As a counter action we have decided to move Adzcoin onto the Ethereum blockchain,
allowing ADZcoin to have the exact same functions as it does now, but with a guarantee of
network security.
As we are fully focused on preparing for the launch of Buzzex, we will keep the solution as
simple as can be in order to ensure the attacker won’t gain anything from it, here’s an
overview:
➔ Creation of ERC20 token – After the swap ADZcoin will become a token on the
Ethereum blockchain.
➔ Send coins to any ADZbuzz wallet – This will verify ownership in order for you to
receive the newly created ADZ tokens.
➔ A cutoff date will be announced – After a cerain date, all transactions on the old
ADZcoin blockchain will stop being accepted for the swap.
This solution will allow all features on ADZbuzz to simply remain as they are. Whether
ADZcoin runs on its own blockchain or on the Ethereum blockchain as a token doesn’t
interfere with the core system of ADZbuzz and ADZcoin.
This also allows us to remain focused on Buzzex and make the exchange a success. When
that happens, we can increase the amount of resources we utilize to work on ADZbuzz and
make that a top notch platform as well.
So what to do now?
➔ Send any coins you have outside of ADZbuzz to any ADZbuzz wallet
➔ Wait for the next announcement providing more details about the swap
We will also contact exchanges where ADZcoin trades on to allow withdrawals to your
ADZbuzz wallet.
IMPORTANT NOTE: This setup also allows everybody to regain ADZcoins they have previously
burned for ad credits if you wish. Ad credits will also be swapped for ADZcoin tokens.
A decision about the total supply will be made on a later date.
Have any questions? Please join our ADZbuzz Telegram group here.
Have a great day!
The ADZbuzz Team

